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How a-Boy should Train
to Become a Champion
By Lawson Robertson
Tra¢k and Fielcl Coach, Unlvers~ty of Pennsylvanla
Head Coach American Olympic Teams 1924, 1928, 1932, 1936

~ ETWEEN the champion afl~lete and the dub athlete there.is
ut a hairline of difference. Yet that slight difference is tue
difference between failure and success,
How can the "dub" close this slight gap? By faithful attention
to the.details of his sport--by everlastingly keeping at the job of
improving his methods until they approach perfection.
There is a lot in getting started right. In my twenty years of
coaching track and field athletics at the University of Pennsylvania
it has been my duty to instruct and train thousands of athletes. My
hardest task has been the correction of wrong methods and poor
form acqu red before entering college. Some of the boys had never
had an~ athletic iustructlon’and had been compelled to "pick up"
their events; others had been taught wrong methods. The best
advice that I can give any boy who wants to become a good athlete
--an athlete of championship dess--is that he try hard to learn
the right way of doing things---what we call good form--in the
very beginning. Then he won’t have things to unlearn. Unlearning always is harder than learning.
You Don’t Have to be a "Natural Athlete"
There seems to be a pretty general opinion among most people
that champion athletes are born and not made. I have had occasion
to study tile life histories of some of the world’s greatest athletes,
and I want to tell you, boys, that it ha~ not been their natural ctualifications or their natural physical development that has maue all
the best athletes into champions, nearly so much as one essential,
which, in my opinion, is the most important characteristic of the
great athlete. That one characteristic is. the ability--natural or
cultivated---of keeping everlastingly at it. The boy of average natural ability who has this sort of determination is much more likely
to develop into a champion than is the "born athlete" who lacks
the all-important quality of stick.tu-itiveness. Cultivate the neversay-die spirit! If you do--even though you do not become a chem.
piun athlete in the end--you will be well repaid, for in the process
you are building character, and developing a trait that will be helpful to you when you go out into the world to do other and bigger
things,

Db

the class-room and the part you get outside from your association
with your athletic friends. They both are important, and you
should not neglect one at the expense of the other. Too few athletes
realize that they will not be permitted to compete unless they are
up’ to the standard in their studies. Don’t forget that many star
high school athletes fail to pass their college entrance examinations
because they have paid too much attention to athletics and not
enough to their studies.
Physical Requirements
There really are no standard physical requirements for athletes.
Ih running and baseball--even in football and weight throwing-small men have competed successfully against giants. However,
there is no doubt that in football, weight ~rowing, and some other
sports the good big man usu£1y will beat the good little man. Concentrate on the sport in which you will have the best chance of
success. Having chosen your sport, do not be discouraged if you
’ have a physical handicap. Proper training will overcome it. The
main thing that I want to impress upon you is that physical attainments are relatively unimportant. It i~ spirit that counts most.
Determination to succeed will enable you to overcome any handicap.
You sometimes hear people talk about athletics injuring young
men. These isolated cases are the result of boys starting strenuous
training without the precaution of taking a physical examination.
Therefore it is imperative that the young athlete, even though he is
apparently sound, should avail himself of this precaution. Most
physical defects’can be remedied easily. Discover and correct them
before you enter college, for most colleges do not allow their
students to take part in competitive sports until they have been
proved sound by a doctor’s examination.
At What Age Should. a Boy Start Athletics?
I often am asked at what age a boy should start his athletic
career. It is perfectly safe for a boy. to start easy training as soon as
he becomes interested in sport, but, at whatever age he starts, he
should be careful not to overtax himself. He should work up gradually. Never let anyone put you to a task which is beyond your
power to accomplish, or that taxes you too severely in the early
years of your life. Start early if you want to, but go about your
training systematic~ly. It is unfortunate that young boys in praparato~ schools are permitted to. compete frequently in too-strenuous
competi~on before they have attained their full physical developmeot. The young athlete should conserve his strength, so that when
he enters college--when it is most important that he should be at
his best--he will have a big reserve of energy to do bigger things,
and perhaps realize his ambition of becoming a champion. There
are many glaring examples of boys who have burned themselves
out in high school and preparatory school competition.

Don’t Get "The Big Head"
If you have gone into athletics determined to win success, and
are beginning to show results that make you pretty well satisfied
with your work, don’t let your success turn your head. As they say
in sport, don’t get the big head. You will deprive yourself of many
of the best things in life if you fail to win the friendship of your
associates. Don’t rfiake them despise you by boasting. Let the results
Proper Training
you accomplish speak for themselves. Put all you have into the
Eat plain, wholesome food avoiding fried and greasy dishes
game and play hard to win, but when you are beaten, be a good
loser. Always congratulate the winner as if you meant it, but be and heavy pastries. Training is regularity. Eat at the same times,
and exercise at the same time each day. Sleep nine hours every night
determined to do better the next time you compete against him.
in a well-ventilated room. A short daily bath after exercise is a
Don’t think that you can get through school or’college purely on
’necessity.
If possible, take a half-mile walk before breakfast. Smokyour athletic ability. The Scholastic requirements of today are so
high that no athlete can afford to neglect his studies. Therefore you ing is, of course, out of the question.
The
effort
of becoming a champion athlete is worth while, for
should make up your mind to make a good record for yourself in
the classroom as -well as on the athletic field. Remember always even if you do not succeed, remember that in the dust of defeat as
wellasinthelaurelsofvictory, glory is to be found.
that there are two parts to an education--the part you get inside
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The Grea~ Forward ~ovemen~
of Chemical Industry
Unlimited Opportunities and Astounding Miracles Await the
Achievements o~ Future Chemists.
Resu!ts and accomplishments that have startled the world--discoverles that have contributed to the happiness and welfare of
people and to the wealth and strength of nations, has been the
reward of chemical research,
In times of stress, whether in peace or war, chemical industry
has done its part with astounding achievements and out of the
chemists’ test tubes will come future re.actions that will revolutionize industry and see developments in chemistry that are likely to
change our whole method of living,
New foods from barks and shrubs, now considered worffdess,
new medicines and drugs that will banish deadly d senses, new
metals, fuels, fabrics colors perfumes new uses for co£ tar
products, devalopme~’ts in p~diaction of liquid fuels the manu.
facture of synthetic products, reclamation of waste ills and sesa
heaps, are all problehas that great industries will be cP~nstantiy calf
ingupun the chemist to solve,
In t?resenting this introduction the reader will no doubt be interes!.e.d m an abstract taken from the new Gilbert Chemistry !¢.anual,
edited by Prof. Treat B. Johnson Yale University, Ph B ~898,
Ph.D. xgox pertaining to the origin of the word Chemistry, Chem.
istry as a Science, The Chemist’s Laboratory and Use bf Equipment.

advancement, research and fame for those today who are interested
in the fuller things of life. Centuries ago there was no such thing
as chemistry. Chemistry was preceded by alchemy. Alchemists were
superstitious men and very 6ften disho’nest. Hdwas a groper for
mysteries, and if it had not been for this interest in the mysteries
of energy and matter, modern science would never have been born
We can now visualize the old alchemist working over his pots and
retorts in crude laboratories and in dark caves. Shrouded in raysticism, and his activities kept secret his imagination fired w th
zeal and exercising patience and wi~h the purpose of a religious
fanatic, he sought to make o’r find the philosopher’s stone.
It was not until the early part of the eighteenth century that the
scientists of the central European countries and the English Empire
began to contribute fundamental knowledge which laid the foundation and paved the way for the development of this wonderful
science. The Frenchman, Lavoisier (x743-94) may really be
credited with being the father of modern chemistry.
There is hardly a science today that has greater economic influence, or holds more fascinating interest to scientists throughout the
world than chemistry. If we are to finravel the secrets of our wonderful world and life there is no science that will enable us to
understand an’d correctly interpret these hidden thifigs of nature
Origin o£ the Word Chemis.try
most of us think are mag cal and mysterious like a knowledge
The first literary work in which the word--"Chemistry"--is that
of chemistry.
’
found was written by Plutarch, a Roman liistorian who lived from
No large and progressive manufacturing industry can cope with
46-zao A.D..In a treatise entltled--"Isis and Osiris"--that philits competitors today withou~ a trained chemist to advise and assist
osopher mentions that "Egypt" in the dialect of the i:ountry, was
called the same name as the black of the eye, "Chemla," and from in its development and the analysis of ~’aw materials which it buys.
this he infers that the word meant "Black" in the Egyptian lang- The present-day physician without a know!edge of chemistry would
uage. Some science historians believe that our word "Chemistry" be incompetent and unable to maintain an acceptable professional
means "The Egyptian Art." Others think that the word was co ned stand~ng as a practitioner of medicine.
.The great problems invslved in the manufacture of synthetic
to mean "The black art." Still oflaers think that the word meant drugs,
dyes, perfumes, essential oils, of soil fertilization, and of the
"The dark or hidden art." Another school of thinkers believes that
many
substituted and artificial productions influencing modern civthe word has no connection with Egypt at all but that it comes
are every-day problems of chemistry. The regulation of
from the Hebrew word--"Cham~n "’ meauln~ mystery Another ilization
our food supply cal!s for the services of thousands of ~xpecienced
possible derivation, according to some historians is from the
technicians
who are employed as "chemists by industry, municipaliArabic word "Chema"--meaulng to hide, hence’ "the Hidden ties and both
our State and National governments. If we would
Science." In fact, a book of secrets was written in the time of the have our country today improve its standards of living and at the
ancient Arabians called "KemL". Probably no one will ever know
same time accommodate itself to an increasing population, we must
definitely which one of these possible derivations.ls.the correct one.
hereafter maintain on an even more liberal scale thafi ever before
great
laboratories of science devoted to the study of chemistry. The
Origin ot: Chemistry as a Science
and women working in these laboratories are among our
According to some historians, the origin of chemistry as a sc ence men
priceless
possessions. There is no sum that the world could not
dates back to the time of Tubal Cain the father of workers in
metal. Credit is also given to Hermes, ~e Egyptian god of art and afford to pay these men who have that originality of mind and devOtion and indnsL~ to carry forward in scientific advancement until
sciences. His son is said to have colonized Egypt, which was foreits influence spreads to the comfort of every home. It was former
most in the knowledge of chemistry in those ancient days for they
had developed the arts of making glass pottery colors embalming President Coolidge who wrote as follows: *’Wherever we look, the
fluids and other practical products to ~’ h gh d~gree, ~’nd the early work of the chemist has raised the level of our civilization, and has
Egyptians can really be said, therefore to have had an advanced increased the productive capacity of the nation."
.
Probably most boys are interested in science because they just
knowledge of applied chemistry. Th’en Paracelsus, the Greek
naturally
think
they
will
like
science.
This
is
a
perfectly
good
and
physician, carried the study along and d scovered the influence of sufficient reason in itself. At the same time, a bay who becomes "
chemistry upon medicine in the treatment of human ills and it was interested in science would like to be reassured, no doubt, that
through him that the action of several inorganic sal~s upon the
offers a really important field for service in the interests of
human system became known. Following this period a long time science
human welfare. From the far-sighted point of view the public is
elapsed, hundreds of years during which time contributions were
better
off
today than it was before science was tierS’loped, and so
spasmodically made by u~known workers in science" but which
always will be. Every boy and girl should be impressed with this
really had little influence upon the development of m~’dern Chem- itfact
and be made to realize that science creates jobs, and that its
*st~iaemistry, as we know it today, is one of the newest of our application makes life more comfortable and more interesting.
In order to illustrate this point of view emphasis has been laid
sciences, and yet it is one which offers the greatest opportunities of
on experiments in all Gilbert Chemistry ~anuals which show the
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relationship between chemistry and its application to our chemical
industries and to everyday life and to the beginner we advise the
use of a Gilbert Chemistry Outfit for remon of its completeness in
equipment and the basic knowledge contained in the instruction
books. There was a time when chemistry was regarded as being
related to witchery and sorcery. Chemicals were formerly looked
upon as deadly poisons and chemicul reactiorts were associated with
explosions. The men who practiced the science of chemistry had to
do so in secret because they were regarded by the people with superstltion and dread and as related to the devil.
Today conditions are entirely different. There is now nb need for
secrecy. A chemist is looked upon today as a professional man to be
treated with respect, and them is a growing desire to know more
about this science. To satisfy to some degree the youthful thirst for
chemical knowledge, and to afford the pleasure to boys to be derived from the intelligent performance of simple experiments, is
one of the aims presented in Gilbert Manuals. The second aim is to
develop the power of sclentlflc reasoning and to give to the boy an
elementary knowledge of the fundamental principle~ upon which
modern chemistry is based.
Prof. Johnson advises that all experiments should be carried out
with accuracy in order to obtain satisfactory results. Remember that
nature,is exacting in her methods of operation, and it is the problem of the scientist to seek the truth and operate according to the
"rules of the game," so to speak, by careful experimentation. He
further urges that you think out for yourseff when you are performing experiments, first us to what you are doing the experiment
for, second, weigh carefully the results obtained, and third, draw
some conclusions as to what the results really mean to you. It is by
so doing that you will develop your imagination, and an investigative mind. T~e performance of your experiments will prove a
pleasure to you, and at the same time you will contribute to your
knowledge and also advance and develop the science of chemistry.
The Chemist’s Laboratory
The chemist’s work-room or laboratory has several special
quimmants if it is to be fully satisfactory. A room somewhat isolated to avoid interruption is desirable. Good ventilation is necessary, and at least enough heat at all’ times to keep water solutions
from freezing. While a capable chemist seldom spills anything,
and, in spite of popular opinion, almost never has an explosion, it
is better to have the laboratory plainly and simply furnished so that
an accidental splash will do no damage. "A plain wooden floor is
better than a carpet, and concrete or linoleum are still better. The
work table may be of plain lumber, with the top waxed frequently
to protect it. A sink and a supply of running water are quite essential, but if he lacks these the ingenious boy chemist will find a way
to provide himself with running water from a pail fitted with a
siphon and hose. And you never will get too many shelves, cabinets
and drawers for storage.
Now in picturing to you this ideal laboratory, we realize that few
boys can have all this at once. In fact, a Gilbert Chemistry Set has
been designed to be as far ~ possible a complete laboratory in itself.
But we feel sure you will enjoy it more if you can at least select for
it a secluded corner in den or kitchen, or even in the woodshed,
cellar, or attic, where your apparatus may be left set up undisturbed
and where there will be room to expand as you build or buy new
equipment and supplies.
The Equipment and Its Use
Good technique can only be acquired by careful self-training.
Learn what use each piece of apparatus is intended for, and the best
way to handle or use it. Begin at the start by having a place to keep
each and every piece, and keep it dean and in its place. Be extremely careful not to contaminate your chemical supplies by getting even traces of one into the bottle with another. And watch to
keep your chemicals replaced as soon as the supply runs low.
While you have not been furnished with dangerous and poisonous chemicals in your Gilbert Chemistry Outfit, nevertheless thcy
are not intended to be taken into the mouth, and you should begin
now to train yourself, not only never to taste anything in the laboratory, but to use caution in smelling.

Winning a World’s
Championship
A Thrill of Thrills
to the Athlete

I~COROS
World’s Record--Ney¢
York City, 1907--12 ft.
inches.
World’s Record--Phila.delphin, 1908--12 ft.
moues.

It is ouly a few short
years since A. C. Gilbert
was crowned a world’s
champion. He won this disft. 2 inches.
tingulshed honor in the pole
World’s Record--(Uno ffid al ) ,. x,Vestville, 1909--vaulting event at London in
the r9o8 Olympic dasslc, when
in competition with the world’s
greatest athletes he soared to record
heights and was acclaimed champion
of champions.
Since those days when he was one of
Yale’s outstanding brilliants his interest in
athletics has never lessened and as a member of the Yale Track Advisory Committee
he has done much in the development of other
Yale st~.rs who have brought records and glory
and even world’s Olympic Championships to his
Alma Mater.
Mr. Gilbert has long been ’prominent as a member of the American Olympic Committee and it was
on his return from Berlin Germany where he witnessed
the r936 World’s Classic that this interview took p ace.
"Yes," said the former champion, "It brought it all
back to me as though it was yesterday and as I watched those
brilliant athletes from all over the world it seemed for a rhoment
that I must be out there with them again, and in competition,
and when Earl Meadows of the University of Southern California
established a new Olympic pole vault record, I know just the feeling he was experiencing; a feeling that comes to every winner of
an Olympic championship, but one which words cannot express. It
certainly is a glorious reward for faithful training."
Somehow, boys, I .can’t help thinking that just before Mr.
Gilbert made that great leap into the air and over the bar--the leap
that no other athlete couldequal--he had something in his heart
that inspired him to make the greatest effort of his life. I like to
think that as he ran swiftly forward with that long springy pole in
his hands, he heard again the last line of that great Yale song
"Bright College Years" and he gave a mighty bound off the earth
that had every ounce of power he possessed in it--"for God, for
Country and for Yale."
Just imagine, boys, Gilbert’s feeling after he had won. Over
~oo,noo people had witnessed his great achievement and in tbls
multitude was the King and Queen of England. "Yes," he said,
as he showed me a gold medal made into a watch fob, "Queen
Alexandra presented it to me; it’s one of my most valued possessions and winning a world’s championship is certainly a thrill of
thrills to the athle.te."
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Three Pennsylvania Boys
Big Gilbert Chemistry Award
Many. Other Young Chemists Rewarded ~or Their Interesting

and Practical Experiments
Dean I. Walter and 1VIessrs. Ralph "and Roland Diehl,
Captm’e $100.00 Prize in Nationwide Contest

Ralph Diehl

’

of perpetual motion and while Joe realizes
flaat this is out of th~ question his apparatus,
nevertheless, operates for lon~’periods and s
very interesting.
Two large bottle~ are used--one with a
three-hole stopper is half filled with a solution of water and baking or washing soda;
the other with a ~’o-hole stopper is half filed
with vinegar. Bottles are tfien connected with
glass tubing bent to desired angles and into
the third hole on bottle containin~ the soda
solution, a reed cne dropper filled with vinegar is inserted. When bulb is pressed, vinegar drops into soda
solution, a boiling action takes place and gas is formed which
passes through tubing into vinegar bottle. Pressure imm’ediatety
forces more vinegar back into first bottle and motion continues
until vinegar is all used. Color effects are obtained by dissolving
the coloring from litmu~ paper into the soda solution for a beautio
ful red--whdn !iquid starts to boll it changes to blue.

DeanBoys
I. Waiter
Roland Diehl
The Diehl
are Twins
An unusual and somewhat perplexing si~ation confronted the
judges of the 1936 Gilbert Chemistry Contest when prizes wqre
awarded. In fact, it wa~ as interesting as unusual for in final judgOhio Boy Has Novel Weather lVorecaster
ment, it was notdd that the.big award was in favor of Walter and
Ra!ph Koehn of Akron, Ohio, and a
Diehl Laboratory of Hol!idaysburg Pa. What’s going on "we are student
in the Garfield High School has
giving prizes to boys not business houses" shouted one of the
created a weather indicator which is extremely ~
iudges, but it just h~pens that this busin~’ss house, while it may
novel
and
interesting.
not be a corporation at this early date, is conducted by three youngApparatus--A glass beaker, burner hydroesters who have an eye to the future and are actually operating on
chlorlc
acid
and copper strips.
’
~ paying bas~s right now.
.
Procedure--Dissolve fl~e copper strips as
Yes’slr, dae company is $100 richer today than it was before the much
as possible in the add. Drive off some
contest started, and according to young !V~r. Wa!ter who is manof the water by heating. The crystals left,
ager, part of this winning is going right into the business for addiwhich are green, prove a reliable weather
¯ tlonal equipment and the rest will be equally divided between the
forecaster.
.
three partners.
~7on.dusmn--When solut.ion is llquld--exThis is indeed an unusual drcumstance, and decidedly different
perf.,ram.
Some
crystat--fatr
weather.
A~I or Ralph Koehn
than any we have had to deal with before and to have three young
mostay crystals--good weather.
boys actually operating their own llttle pl~’~t is ample proof of their
determination to succeed.
Novel Ex mriment on Testing for Water
They have a well equipped laboratory and do electrical and
mechanical work, picture developing and chemistry research. They
Herbert H linty Harretl 14 years of age,
do all thdr printing with their own press and ~elief effects obtained
attends the Bta r Juni6r ’High School of
I( ’~’
through resin aluminum and orEani¢ compound yleld the desired
[i
Norfolk, Va., and is deeply interested in
result. Etched plates and printing e ectros are also made as well as
chemical research
I;
lubricants, gun powder, explos yes, !ire extinguishers, carbonHe s~bmitted a very nearly arranged port[i ~.~’
mic?ophones,’wet cell batteries, photoelectrie cells, silver and cop7
folio containing Chemistry experiments and
per .~late, rat poison inks, soaps, and mirrors.
his novel test for water netted him tt $10
The manufacture’of tooth and face powders are speda! products,
prize. Herbert’s solution which is extremely
~~
and at present they are experimenting on synthetic rubber. The
quick in action, is obt~’ined by d ssolvink "
~:
~
writer visualizes a great future and success for these boys if they
~ ii"~,"~-’: .~ ~ three measures of sodium !’errocyanide
can master this great ......ch problem, for when perfected it will
two test tubes full of hydrochloric add and
be of tremendous value to the industries,
sh,~ng vigorously bef .... sing. The advanHarre/l
These are the boys who arranged a scheme for catching a locker tageH~bt~s" chemical is its strong attraction for water and it turns
thief at their school. A pen bladder of silver nitrate solution was
blue in the presence of water. It is a very interesting experiment
and not without value.
fastened behind the handle and when the person grasped the
handle, the solution ran out on his hand: In a short time his hands
were covered with precipitated silver and his guilt was immediately
Ultra Violet Light Produces Huorescence
exposed.
Marshall AIpert of New Haven, Conn. is. deeply interested in
Chemistry and for a boy his age is well .versed on the subject. MarSecond Successive Win for Canadian Boy
Joe Fairfield of Kenora, Ont., seems to have the knack of w~n- sh,’dl, who is x4 years of age, and a junior ~it Hillhouse Hit, h
Sc.hpo.l,
recently gave a very interesting presentat on at the
nlng Gilbert awards for this is h s second n successive years and
w*th his Ar
on Glow Lain
......
it sure y is indlcat ve of his ability. His exper ment is on the basis
p and
cleverly demonstrated fluorescence
in mlnerals,g
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Moreover Marshall pro~,ed that fluorescence, which is that property that some bodies have of emitting light while exposed to the
action of certain rays, is not confined to minerals alone for he
divides fluorescent
materials into four r ......
groups as follows:
(r) chemical compounds and solutions
or mixtures, (a) ¯
minecals, (3) medidoes found about the
home, and (4) miscellaneons objects.
He showed how
numerous materials
react to the ultra-violet rays and demonstinted color changes
under the incandescent light and the
Argon Glow Lump.
There are many miscellaneous things which showed fluorescence
under the .lamp. The numerals and hands of a "radiotite" wrist
watch were especially interesting because the "radiollte" coated
portions not only glowed a very bright green under the ultra-violet
lamp, but continued to glow very brightly for several minutes after
the lamp was turned off.
’
Then again a solution which had been prepared by allowing
parsnip root, cut into sections, to rot in water, though somewhat
colorless and slightly murky in ordinary light, turned light blue
under the ultra-violet rays.
",Three-in-One" lubricating oil fluoresced bright blue, while
some transparent yellow glass "agates" became a very bright green
under the lamp,
,
One of the most interesting of minerals was a specimen of zinc
ore that had franHinite scattered through a non-fluorescent matrix.
Under the lamp, the spots of frankllnlte glowed a bright green
while the matrix was a dark purple, because of its reflecting some
of the visible light of the glow lamp. The result reminded one of
fireflies at night.
The demonstration proved that the property of fluorescence is
a helpful aid in the analysis of different substances and that the
ultca-violet ray is of value in chemical e~perimentation.
Oklahoma Boy Does Things with Blueing
Bob Rorschach of
Tulsa, Oklahoma,
diluted one teaspoonful of Mrs. Stewart’s
concentrated liquid
blueing; about 5 to
and added sodium
hydroxide, stirring
the mixture until the
blue color disapRobert Rorschach
peared and a brown
precipitate formed. Precipitate was next filtered into a test tube,
washed several times with hot water and allowed to go into the filtrate. He then poured hydrochloric acid over the precipitate and let
it filter into the filtrate. As the first drop of acid touched the filtrate,
a blue tinge came into the liquid, and as more acid was used, layers
of white and blue were formed.

Hughes Powett

Texas Boy Wins
Hughes Powell, a student in the Texas
Senior High School of Texarkana, Texas,
presented numerous chemistry experiments
all of which were very interesting, and his
experiment--Creatlon of Artificial Life-was of exceptional merit.
Hughes is president of the local chapter
of the Texas Junior Academy of S’cience.

Another Texas Winner
Fleming Giddlngs of Waco, Texas,
submitted a very inter~ting experiment
on The Synthesis.of Water, by Weight.
Ttiis netted Fleming one of the Sxo.oo
prizes.
Fleming Giddings

Other $10.00 Prize Winners
Hattield, Pa.
NELSON DERST1NE ................................................
Hatfield,
HAROLD KULP ........................................................
H. DnCHAMBURE ...................... ~ ............................. Paris, France
LUCIEN F. KULSKI ..............................................
Denville, N. J.
MISS JUNE BOWERS ............................................ Pittsburgh, Pa.
"DO You Know?" Answers
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1inventor ~rector
tells how to become, member ot
°
G~lbert Engineering
tltute
The highest
an American
receive
a Congreasional
Medalaward
of Honor.
The highestsoldler
award can
a dvilian
canis~receive
"When you first ~tart bu Iding Erector models, the chances are
for Saving another’s life is a Carnegie Medal.
you build those illustrated in the instruction manual. The walkAng
Likewise, the highest honor a boy engineer can win i~ member- beam engine, drawbridges, dump truck, airplane beacon, etc.
ship in the Gilbert Engineering Institute for Boys. Founded by
" "Later when you have gained experience with Erector en~,ineering, you will begin to think of new and original models o~ your
Mr. A. C Gilbert, the inventor of Erector, i:he Institute is main¯ talned for the purpose of encouraging and recovnizin~, original
own--a piece of machiner~ mechan cal dev; .....
:- " "
. - ....
, ~-~*,eermg
toachievements in Erector engineering Upon e/ectior~to th~Institute,
/’ect
, e.tc. Perhaps you w~ll get your ideas from an illustration
vouP’ve
seen
*n
a
book
or
magazine,
from
a
trip
you’ve
taken
or
a
"~isit
to
each new
bearing
his member
name. is awarded a baud’some "Diploma of Merit" some factory.
"Whatever
your
new
model
is,
when’you’ve
finished
it,
just
make
¯
What To Do To Join
.
sketch or photograph and mail it to me. If it is approved by the
If you have an Erector Set, or if you are geNng one for Christ. aInstitute’s
Board of Directors you will then be elected to mer~berram, you doubtless will want to join this illustrious r,rour~ of boy
ship
and receive your Diploma of Merit inscribed with ~,our name.
engineers. Naturally, the first quest on is what to d°o to’become
eligible. There’s no better man to tell you than Mx. Gilbert him.
"In addition, if your original model has exceptional merit, you
sei~. Here[s h s advice:
¯
will be given a cash award of from $5.oo to Sro.oo."
"The important thing to bear in mind is that membership is
.D,o, esoriginal
all thismodels
sound hard?
not to red-blooded
strictly on a merit basis. The only "pull" that is recognized is your Bmining
is the Certainly
most interesting
and thrillin~ boys.
thing
own pull of ambition. Now let’s See ’just what that means.
you can do. in Ere~or Engin.eering. Why not decide right n~~ that
you are going to w*n an Institute Diploma. during the c~ming yeap
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With the Mounted Police in Canada
A Story of George Thompson’s Adventuxe with a Half Breed
and rarely ever quarreled with, or stole from the whites.
George Thompson was a big, powerful, rugged chap---as honest friendly
It is the half breeds that make all of the trouble and one of Thompas the day is long, absolutely fearless and always keen for advenson’s most thrilling experiences came through a half breed named "
ture. His wonderful physique and sterling character qualified him "Sechamish," which in out language means "Mosquito."
for membership in one of the world’s greatest military orgauizaSechamlsh lived not far from Port McMurrey, where Thompson
tious---the Canadian Mounted Police.
was stationed and one night he broke into the Hudson Bay Store
The work required was to patrol the wilds of Western "Canada,
and stole some tobacco or "estumoc," and a rifle.
keep order in the little towns where (:here was no established govmember of the Mounted’ Police was assigned to track down
erument and to see that goods were not smuggled in or out of the theAthief¯
It didn’t take him long to find the guilty person but when
trading posts or that no whiskey or any kind of liquor was smughe reached Sechamish’s
gled in tO the Indians.
cabin, a loaded rifle was
Northern Canada at this time was a vast, unsettled country with
pointed straight at him
a trading post oul~ here and there, where the Hudson Bay Company
and the half breed told
"bought furs from ~e Indian tralSpers in exchange for fooo, tohina that if he tried to
bacco, t~lankets, etc. The Police Patrol went as far north as Hermake the arrest he
’schel’s Island, twenty miles inside of the Arctic Ocean near the
would be shot. Canadian
mot~th of’the Mackenzie River. If you look this up on your map
Mounted Police don’t
you’ll see what limg, lonely trips these" fellows had to take and
stop at threats so
when an order was given, a man could not report until his mission
Thompson’s friend adwas accomplished, even if it took his llfe.
vanced and sure enough
They trained for a year at Regina before going out into the
got a bullet right
country on active service and George Thompson said that the trainthrough his heart.
ing was pretty stiff. "He was thrown from ~f horse in the riding ring
When he didn’t return
and when he woke up he was in the hospital with two ribs broken
another man was sent
but not anbther thing could he do after his discharge from the
out to find him and soon
hospital until he had ridden this same vicious horse and mastered
he returned to headhim. That is the way they hardened these men so that no danger
quarters with the body.
could be great enough to bring a thought of fear to their minds,
In the meantlme~ knowing that he would be punished if he reThe winters were long and severe and when an order was given
mained in that section of the country, Sechamish got together four
in the winter to patr61 so many miles dhe north, etc., they had to
of his Itidian friends and started to escape.
take a dog team of usu,
Indians are ~11 naturally tt lazy lot, They work only to provide
ally five dogs to carry
themselves with necessities and as a good dog team is worth at
their blankets and proleast $:tas, there wasn’t one of the five that owned one. So they
visions. This sounds like
hastily gathered their few belongings, putting them along with as
a picnic, just riding
many provisions as they could carry, into packs which they strapped
about with five dogs
on their backs. Then with their rifles they started off on snow shoes.
dashing through the unYou can travel very fast in this manner if you know how to manbroken snow banks bu.t
age them b~t even though they lost no time, they soon realized that
all the riding a man can
the police were not far behind.
do is to step on the te0an
Thompson and five others had been ordered out to get Secha¯ to steady it going’down
mish "dead or alive" and they weren’t losing any time either. They
hill or over a partlcnwere following the trail very closely but the Indians had gotten a
larly bumpy piece of
fairly good start and were still a few miles ahead.
ground, for he may
If it had been summer time they could have hidden the trail, but
tcavel hundreds of miles
with snow everywhere the only method left was to baffle the police
without passing a tradby taking different directions. Five miles ahead there was a sina!!
ing post or village and
unless he has enough provisions for himself and his dogs, it means clearing. If they could reach this spot they had devised a clever anu
death. The dogs eat dried fish and one dog eats a pound of fish° elaborate system of ambush and defence.
Each took a different
each day, so you see in two weeks a team of five dogs will eat 7
and drcnituns route all
pounds of fish alone.
leading to the clearing
It was necessary to either travel a limited distance between two
trading posts or else have stores of food "cached" along their but so com,plex that
route of travel. This was done during the summer months when when the pohce arrived
traveling was easier. If you are ~t Boy Scout you know what a cache at the spot where they
is but I’d better explain in case some of you don’t "know. Usually parted a couple of hours
a tree or two trees not far apart are stripped of their bark about six were wasted in gett ng
or seven feet, then two more posts are put into the ground and a them located.
The Indians knew
rough platform is built on top for the food. Flour, sugar, bacon and
sometimes "pemmeican" (dried moose meat mixed with bear’s that the police would
surround
the clearing
grease and occasionally raisins) are left covered over with rubber
and rush them so they
blankets and the bark and boughs of the trees. By smoothing the
made
¯
number
of peekbark off, the wild animals that prowl around that region cannot
get anypurchase for their claws so they cannot climb up and get holes of about one hundred yards in length
the food.
It is ~t law of the forest that no person disturb another man’s through the heavy
undergrowth of the forcache and the full blooded Indicia is almost invariably trustworthy
COntinued on next page
and honest. Thompson said that the Indians there were very
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With the Mounted Police in Canada " , stove has four hot plates in addition to two b~king ovens and one
warming oven. The dining room is the largest room in the quarest surrounding the clearing, each going in a different di~ection and"
ters and adjoining this is a steward’s pantry, located over the
where the police would naturally close in on them. But, mind you,
kitchen and connected with it by an electrically operated dumbthey cut the branches low enough down so they didn’t come on a
waiter, by means of which food is sent from the kitchen to the
level with the eye but just about up to a man’s chest. They could
steward’s pantry and from there served in the dining room.
stoop down and sed the police coming but the’ police couldn’t see
In addition to ample toilet fadlllies’, a bath room with shower is
¯them.
provided in the quarters.
The Indians were fairly well established when Thompson and
his men reached the spot. Just as they had surmised, the police
~
began to surround the clearing preparatory to making a charge.
Soil
While they were bolding a hurried consultation over just what
move each ..... to mak .... hot whizzed by Thomp ..... close
it cat his coat: and the man standing next to him dropped dead.
Another and another in qnick ....... io .... d by the time the pollc’e
had thro~vn themselves o’n the ground for protection, four of those
Chemistry is continually moving forward with new discoveries
five six-footers had been picked off and "gone west," as the boys
being made every day. Just think, today scientists are actually
say.
growing
vegetables and flowers in chemically treated water and
A man thinks fast when his wit stands between him and dea~.
without the aid of soil, and the results obtained are said to be far
Thompson and his remaining companion, lying flat in the sn6w
superior
to
vegetables grown in soil.
couldn’t waste time day-dreaming. Each crawled slowly forward
Dr. W. F. Gericke of the University of California claims you
until they had reached a tree trunk large enough to shield them. In
don’t need to have a farm in order to be a farmer. Under his method
getting on their feet again, Thompson lost his balance and this act
all you need is a tank of of water, chemicals, rabbit wire, excelsior
threw him to one side just enough to puthls head on a level with
and your seeds, and with this equipment he has been accomplishing
the opening the indians had made in the foliage. Bang! He had
wonders
.... for the past seven years, growing fruits vegetables and
du~]~d jfist in time but in spite of nearly losing his life he was
flowers in his own greenhouse. These tanks are ~o feet long uV2
happy, for be had now reached a position from which he could give
feet wide and 8 inches deep covered by ordinary "rabbit wire" and
the Ir~dians a dose of their own medicine.
.
a layer of excelsior or coarse sawdust. He places his seeds on this
It was then a five to two fight with the odds against the white
layer of excelsior and covers them with afiother layer and leaves
men
Theywould
took off
theirjustcaps
and stuck
on the tree
them
row
that they
sbow
enough
tu letthem
the lndians
thinktrunks
them so
stiE
r ~:
: ,~.,-,L,to
~ ,~
...... This coverin ......
there. Then they crawled several feet away. With extreme care
deurees
Fahrenheit
and also acts as a Sur~r~ort for the rowinthey rose aimed--fired These men were dead shots and before
,
J.
.
....
~lants Graduall-- the seed- L ¯
~e Innians had time t~.get under.cover, three had fallen and the "¢intu the water where they absorb both moisture and nourishment.
right was even.
"" "
Dr. Gericke does not tell us exactly what chemicals are placed in
I,t w.~ no, w a~fight from tree t.o tree. T.hompson m~.de a lucky shot the water but he states they are exactly the elements which plants
an.a, p~.~eu orr the f.our.th Indian leaving Secham*sh whom they obtain from soil and lie has demonstrated that his harvest of tuw*soea to capture, alive ff possible.
w, matoes, for instance, far surpasses that of the ordinary farmer in
bit to obtain
,~e.cu
Thom.p,
son’,s
gradually,working
arounsdrifle
behind
~both quantity
and quality. The doctor has b ....
,a,m.,sn~
an~.co.mpa.n.ion.w,
at i~.ust m,e.,rigut.as,m.om.ent
wne.n Secuaroash
was_?7:.~omatoe
s from his plants for eight or nine months of the year and
,raisen to a~re,.ne ca,ppen .me In,man *~ the right arm. Even though ~’ in comparing his tanks with’an acre of soil he obtains two to three
ne was strutting’great pain ann practically out of the fight Sechahundred tons ~er acre whereas the farmer ~ta" ~ ~ *
mish would not surrender. He dropped behind a rock which he had
The doctor experimented on ~otatues also and his croo was twenty
been nsl.ng as a baF.ncade just as the.police rushed in on him he
times the normal rate ~er a~e. His tobacco also grev~ many tlm~
tur,n,ed his gun, .on h~ms,elf ,and fired his last shot.
beyond the normal height of the plant and was found to be of
it was a sao journey r~acx to Fort McMurray but even though it . :~ur~er or -ual w
h, ad co,st the lives of five brave men, the mission had to be per--:~- Of cuurse, Dr. Gericke’s experiments are not hm*ted to tomatoes
rormeo,
and potatoes, but also include beets, carrots, lettuce, beans and even
certain types of flowers. In practically every instance the plants
20th Century Marvels of Transportation
grow far beyond their normal size and the harvest is many times
the normal rate.
save weight, holes were punched into the metal ribs and braces of
Tests are now being made in greenhouses in Capitola and Montethe furniture, but there was no sacrifi& of streng~ or suitability of
bello, Calif., to ascertain just how successful tl~is process is and
appearance in ’the pieces An all-metal piano has been made to fit
further test~ in different sections throughout the country will be
approximately into the scheme of things.
made to determine what methods must be used on different crbps
All cabins are located in the inner’portion of the quarters, that
and under different climatic conditions. Dr. Gericke hopes to be
. is, with no outside exposure, so that they must be artificially lighted.
able
to write directions that will be available for all people to use
Cabin furnish riga include an upper and lower berth, a wash stand
and if he is successful the value of such a method is unlimited,
with mirror and hot and cold running water, writing ledge, chair
especially in overcrowded countries like Italy and Japan where the
and clothes closet. Wash basins located in the cabins and wash
climate is mild. A food shortage would then be unheard of.
rooms are ingeniously designed, being of the disappearing type
that may be folded back flush with the wall when not in use. Each
stateroom has two berths, but the upper berth is of the disappearRoads of Salt
ing type for sihgle occupancy or for extra roominess by day..
Several experimental highways in the surfacing of which cornAft innovlition on commercial airships is the smoking room.
re.on rock salt was used have been constructed n the Un ted States.
This~oom is located on the lower deck, entrance to it being gained
The roadways are made of day and gravel treated with a compound
through a swiogin~ door so designed ithat it forms an airlock, thus
made of ordinary rock salt, and .they are built to withstand devasreducing to a i’ninirnn~n any fi~e haz~.rd The smoking, room s
tating floods in ai:eas where these occur. About too miles of these
attractively decorated and furnished with upholstered" seats and
salt highways have been laid down in various parts of the country~
chairs and with tables for serving refreshments ~’rom the adjoining
and after several months’ use carrying heavy truffle they have proved
bar. Windows along one side of the smoking room provide light
entirely satisfactory. The rock salt not only compacts the day but
and a chance to view the scenery belo~
also crystallizes in the road surface’and retards evaporat on of
The kitchen is likewise located on the lower deck of ’the qfiarmoisture, thereby keeping the surface moist and firm and providing
ters, all cooking and refrigeration:being electr!cal. The electric
practica!ly a non-skid’road. . ..... " . . ¯

Replaced by
Chemically Treated Water in
Scientist’s Vegetable Garden

